Errata

Erratum 1—Correction in Chapter 3: “Archipelagic Comparisons,” Section 3.1: “Geopolitical Context,” P. 1, Table 3.1a:

The brown tree snake symbol was changed from black to grey in the “Animal Threats” column of the rows for Saipan, Tinian, and Rota. A legend for the new grey symbol was added, stating “Brown tree snake sighted but not established.” A personal communications was added to the citations in the table caption, “M Onni, CNMI Division of Fish and Wildlife, pers. comm.”

Although sightings of the brown tree snake (*Boiga irregularis*) have been reported for Saipan, Tinian, and Rota (Marianas Avifauna Conservation Working Group 2008), efforts by the Brown Tree Snake Program of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) Division of Fish and Wildlife (DFW) to keep populations from becoming established outside of Guam have been effective, as the last live snake captured and dead snake found in the CNMI were recorded on Saipan in 2000 and on Rota in 2009, respectively (M Onni, CNMI DFW, pers. comm.)

Erratum 2—Correction in Chapter 4: “Guam & Adjacent Reefs,” Section 4.1.4: “Economy,” P. 7, lines 1 and 2:

This sentence was redacted: “Two fishing methods have been banned: (1) use of scuba and artificial light for spearfishing and (2) use of monofilament gill nets.”

These two fishing methods have not been banned in Guam.